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Welcome everyone to another evening of 
videos.

Tonight’s MC was Rick.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Jon’s Corner will start at 7:00pm at June’s 
meeting. 

Paul talked about postponing the annual films 
until December.
Our potluck dinner is next month & Paula 
will be singing at it.

Tonight was our annual AGM which we ha-
ven’t been able to have for several years due 
to Covid. Rick gave us a treasury report. We 
lost about $470.00 but we still have $2,600. 
in the bank. Paula talked about membership. 
We lost about 10 people in the last 1.5 years. 
Some to leaving, some to health and sadly 
some passed away.

Paul talked about the Executive and said 
that everyone is acclaimed. Ray, Alex, Rick, 
Paul, Ben, Anne & Dave except we don’t have 
a President at the moment. So we’re gonna 
rotate. 

If anyone is interested Gerry Etienne does 
poetry for videos. See him at the next 
meeting.

GENERAL FILMS

33 Roadster by Barry Randall (7mins)
Barry has a friend of a friend, Doug Elliot 
who built a 33 roadster. Barry filmed it using 
a tripod, jib & a slider rail. The most 
interesting shot was Doug backing it out of 
the garage while laying down so it appears the 
car is remote control.

In Need Of Repair by Jogar & Paul Bentley 
(15 mins)
A French speaking movie with Paul as a 
newly separated man with OCD. He wakes 
every morning at 4:45 and does his daily 
ritual/ routine. He contemplates suicide but 
decides against it after everyone phones him 
to see if he’s alright.

Meetings held the 1st Monday every month at the 
St. Matthew’s Anglican church – 126-136 Plains Rd E Rd., 

Burlington,ON 



Cayman Brac Trip 2023 by Rick Doelle 
(4:12)
A trip that Rick went on a month ago. It’s 
just near Cuba where he was scuba diving 
with lots of different fish. He swam near the 
Russian Patrol Vessel 356 which was bought 
and purposely sunk as an attraction and also 
as coral. There was a shot of a Manta playing 
hide and seek.

COFFEE BREAK
Coffee, tea and something special from Anne. 
Tiny pizza slices, Samosas, and something 
very spicy that no one warned me about.
Victor won the 50/50 draw.

The Broken Tree by Rick Doelle (1:59)
A poem written by Rick regarding the 
broken tree split into 3 places. That tree is 
in the Eramosa Karst Conservation Area in 
Upper Stoney Creek. It’s beside the Orange 
Trail, between the Pottruff Blind Valley and 
the Stewart Creek Sink. Walk 800 meters, you 
will find it.

Astronauts by Paula Cutulle (8 mins)
A film she did shortly after joining the club 
with Fred & Manfred playing Astronauts that 
have been lost in space for over 50 years. They 
filmed in the back seat of her car in the 
summer with the windows up.

The Stranger by Alex Szatmary (5 mins)
Alex does double duty as the host and the 
ancient alien he is interviewing that claims 
he can look like anyone. It was shot with a 
split screen. He used a monitor and a DVD in 
order to talk to himself and did all the camera 
movements in Post Production.

Keep the videos coming. See you all June 5th
Same bat time Same bat channel

Paula was beside herself

Jon wishes everyone would go away so he can drink his 
coffee.

Real men don’t hold cups, we wear beards.



George just realized this isn’t Jon Cook Some of the food Anne brought.

Paula had a spicy meat a ball

Paul asked me how to spell my name, then went all 
Elvis and did it his way.


